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Streszczenie  The multiagent approach to modelling, traditionally dedicated for distributed systems, can be applied on any 
platform where there are more processes or control threads. The world of surface transport is a typical example of such a situation 
where high numbers of dynamic entities (agents) interacting with each other represent a complex problem to solve, analyse and 
visualise. The main focus of this paper is on functional description of the traffic control problem at the rail-road intersection. Unlike 
conventional approaches, this model assumes usage of modern (infrastructure-to-vehicle, vehicle-to-vehicle) communication 
technologies  as an essential base of cooperative intelligent transportation systems. The authors use the development toolkit 
NetLogo, explaining step-by-step the key programming details, to get a comprehensive overview of the operation of the entire 
system through simple definitions of a number of simple cooperating agents. The introduced model is implementation free and 
shows newly offered functionalities on the principal level, while a minimum theory of collective intelligence hidden in the 
background is needed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Transportation plays an important role in society and 

makes a key contribution to the economy. Its future is 
primarily focused on new functionalities being sought with 
support of newly developed control, information and 
communication technologies. European road safety has 
improved greatly in recent decades. Nevertheless, the 
number of deaths and injuries is still far too high and 
progress has slowed. For the next decade, the EU has set in 
the EU road safety policy framework 2021-2030 a new 50% 
reduction target for deaths and has set out ambitious road 
safety plans to reach zero road deaths by 2050 ('Vision 
Zero'). If automated technology reduces or eliminates 
human errors, as is generally expected, then benefits for 
road safety may be substantial. We are at the beginning of 
the transport revolution with radical new mobility 
technologies that will create future road transport, 
significantly different from the current one. All these 
technologies are complementary and will merge completely 
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over time, opening new opportunities and research 
challenges for building and operation of future road 
infrastructures. The attention of the authors of this paper is 
focused on railway level crossings (also railroad grade 
crossings) that constitute a significant safety concern 
internationally.  
PROBLEM DEFINITION1 

Taking advantage of the opportunities from automation 
technology and other emerging transport technologies is 
essential in order to address persistent challenges and 
implement additional functionalities to the conventional 
traffic control systems (in this case – level crossing 
installations) in order to increase the quality of the transport 
process, especially its safety aspect. The aim is to present a 
model of functional behaviour of the traffic participants 
(vehicles, train(s)) at the rail-road intersection, extended for 
some of these emerging technologies. The model 
development is based on a multiagent approach. The 
authors provide essential details on programming the model 
with support of the development environment NetLogo. It 
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makes possible to get a complex view of the entire system 
operation through simple definitions of partial cooperating 
agents.   

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: 
Section I summarizes the state-of-art and necessary 
background for the indicated problem solution. Section II 
deals with the own model development and explanation of 
its essential steps. Section III summarizes achieved results 
and discussion. The conclusions are summarized in the final  
Section IV.           

I. BACKGROUND 
A Level Crossing (LX) remains as one of the highest risk 

assets within the railway system often depending on the 
unpredictable behaviour of road and footpath users [1]. In 
2017, there were 108,385 level crossings (active and passive) 
in the 28 EU Member States (European Union Agency for 
Railways, 2020).  Collisions between road and rail vehicles 
have severe consequences such as high levels of injuries and 
fatalities, and significant financial losses [2]; therefore, they 
are a primary concern for railway authorities and the public 
at large. Since researchers recognize this, slowly growing 
attention has been given to the development of the next 
generation of hybrid safety systems dedicated to LXs [2]. 
They are based on Cooperative Intelligent Transportation 
Systems (C-ITS), that facilitate cooperative, connected and 
automated mobility [3]. This domain has the potential to 
form seamless Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) on 
roads and rail networks together, to facilitate safety-based 
Inter-Vehicle Communications (IVC) and Inter-Vehicle 
Positioning (IVP) among cars and trains. A high level 
illustration of the interface between the rail and road 
systems is illustrated in Figure 1.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. IEEE 1570 based approach [4] 

The paper [5] identifies the key obstacles impeding the 
adoption of ITS systems for the different implementation 
scenarios and a possible path forward towards the adoption 
of ITS technology. The report [6] identifies emerging C-ITS 
applications, including the problem of railway LX warning 
within the domain ‘Collision avoidance and hazard 
detection’. Connected Vehicles (CV) are vehicles that use 
wireless technology to communicate with their internal and 
external environments. Based on involved entities (other 
vehicles, road side units, pedestrians, etc.) we can distinguish 
certain scenarios of vehicular communication such as 

vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), 
vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P), vehicle-to-cloud (V2C), or even 
everything-to-everything (X2X).  The study [7] aims to review 
and analyse literature related to data exchange in V2V 
communications systems. The paper [8] deals with 
concepts, technologies and architectures in the Internet of 
Vehicles. Transformation of cooperative communication 
technology to vehicular networking has brought a new 
paradigm known as a Cooperative Vehicular Networking 
(CVN) which has emerged as a result of advancements in 
wireless technologies, ad-hoc networking, and the 
automobile industry. A complex survey and classification of 
existing state-of-the-art literature on CVN can be found in  
[9]. The papers [10-11] generally review vehicular 
communication systems.  The same topic reviewed from the 
security point of view is available in [12]. Specific 
considerations on how to increase the safety of LXs could be 
improved using modern technologies are available in [13-15] 
and very comprehensively discussed in deliverables of 
several recent projects: SNCF projects [16], Convex [17],  
X2Shift1 [18], SAFER-LC [19] and MOVINGRAIL [20]. 

II. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
Multiagent approach is one of popular modelling 

approaches applied in complex systems modelling [21-23].  
In our context the multiagent approach is understood as a 
supplemental approach to modelling complex systems. An 
agent is an autonomous computational individual or object 
with particular properties and actions. Agent-based 
modelling is a form of computational modelling whereby a 
phenomenon is modeled in terms of agents and their 
interactions [24]. There are various agent-based modelling  
toolkits available, either free open-source or commercial 
ones, e.g.  Swarm, Repast, MASON, AnyLogic, Ascape, Breve, 
Cormas, MASS, PS-I, SeSam, NetLogo and others. Our model 
is based on NetLogo, an open-source toolkit that is freely 
available at http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/, together 
with many built-in models and community models, and 
supported by the textbook [24]. The latest version of the 
toolkit (chosen for this project) is  NetLogo 6.2.0 [25]. 
METHODOLOGY 

Methodology is briefly summarized in Figure 2. The 
content of the Phase 1 was the study of emerging 
technologies, their potential and already known cases 
(relevant research programs, pilot projects, the current state 
of the literature). The next Phase 2 was focused on study of 
existing model library, re-usable models or sub-models and 
their adaptation to the starting point - a basic model into 
which advanced functions will be implemented. The Phase  
is the core phase for model development, bringing the main 
contribution – a novel rail-road intersection model. In the 
last Phase 4, the model was tested, studied and all pros and 
cons could be identified and summarized.  
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Fig. 2. 'Methodology-Research Objectives' relations 

 
MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

As a starting point (a default model) selected for further 
development we have chosen the model [26], coming from 
Chapter Five of the book [24]. This model models the 
movement of cars on a highway. Each car follows a simple 
set of rules: it slows down (decelerates) if it sees a car close 
ahead, and speeds up (accelerates) if it doesn’t see a car 
ahead. The model, as well as any updates to the model, can 
also be found on the textbook website: http://www.intro-
to-abm.com. Since the original model is well documented, 
the original procedures will not be discussed here and we 
will leave their possible explanation to the reader within 
his/her self-study.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Setting of the Virtual World 

For the purpose of our research, some parts of the 
original model were intentionally removed to keep model as 
simple as possible. Particularly, the procedures 'to adapt' 
and 'to adaptive-go' were deleted (together with the 
adaptive button 'adaptive-go' placed in Interface tab); and 
the command 'watch sample-car' was temporarily disabled 
by changing it to a comment text. As a next step in the Phase 

2 we changed the size of the virtual world to the matrix sized 
79 x 43 patches (Figure 3) to create the sufficiently large 
modelling space. The model settings also involved setting of 
the following parameters: patch size 10, font size 10 and 
frame rate 30. The one-way lane has been extended for 
another lane to make running of two opposite traffic flows 
possible. The layout was re-configured using the NetLogo 
code in Code tab, as shown in Figure 4.   

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 4. Procedure 'setup-road'  

The original procedure 'setup-cars' has also been 
doubled and due to establishing of two opposite flows both 
procedures have been differentiated by the names 'setup-
cars-w' (for car agents moving from left to right we have 
assigned a virtual west-east direction) and 'setup-cars-e' 
(movement in a virtual east-west direction). For the sake of 
illustration, Figure 5 summarizes a new procedure for east-
west (legt-right) direction. As a default-shape of the car in 
this new direction, we created a new turtle shape (here 
denoted 'carr') by horizontal flipping of the original built-in 
'car' shape, using the Turtle Shapes Editor. The dual 
procedure 'setup-cars-w' looks analogically.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 5. Procedure 'setup-cars-e'  

The last modification of the original model consisted in 
commenting (and thus disabling) the operation of watching 
a sample car (Figure 6). If desired, removing the comment 
mark “;“ makes the command again fully functional.   

The last necessary change was establishing a new 
'breed' (Figure 7). This keyword can only be used at the 
beginning of the Code tab, before any procedure definition. 
It defines a so-called breed, having two inputs. The first input 
defines the name of the agent set associated with the breed. 
The second input defines the name of a single member of 
the breed. 
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Fig. 6. Disabling the command 'watch sample-car'  

 
 

 
Fig. 7. Establishing a new breed  

In the Phase 3 was focused on developing our own LX 
model, performed a series of the following steps:  

A. Configuration of the rail line: the railway line was led 
from the virtual south to north (from bottom to top). For the 
sake of simplification we assumed movement of the train in 
one direction only along to the single-track line. The code for 
drawing the railway track is given in Figure 8. In addition, the 
name of the procedure 'setup-rail' must also be referenced 
inside the main 'setup' procedure. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 8. Configuration of the railway track  

The results can be seen in Figure 9. For better orientation 
in the model, coordinates [pxcor, pycor] of key patches 
important for future settings have been manually added and 
highlighted (in Figure, not in the model).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 9. The virtual world configuration  
 
B. Activation of the warning mode: The rail line has 

been set established between the patches [0, -21] and [0, 
21], virtually representing south and north. The patch [0, -4] 
has been chosen to simulate a wheel detector responsible 
for detection of train presence (track occupancy). 

Alternatively, we could use a group of selected patches (for 
example, [0, -4][0, -3][0, -2][0, -1]) to simulate an approach 
section in real life corresponding to a track circuit. After 
changing the state of this particular patch (alternatively a 
group of patches), the control system of the LX installation 
gets to the warning mode.    

C. Deactivation of the warning mode: the fact that the 
train has already crossed the level crossing is simulated by 
occupancy of the patch [0, 5], corresponding to the virtual 
wheel detector. The introduction of a one-way line has 
simplified the situation. In real life on a two-way track, the 
control algorithm would enter the so-called annulation 
state, when the function of possible triggering of the LX 
warning mode is suppressed (actively used for situations 
when a train approaches from the opposite direction).  

In our model, the global binary variable p represents the 
fact whether the LX area is vacant (p = 0) or occupied (p = 1), 
see Figure 10. In addition, the name of the procedure 'train-
presence' must also be referenced inside the main 'setup' 
procedure.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 10. Detection of train presence  

D. Train generation: The train agent will enter the world 
at the patch [0, -21], will continue to the top (north) of the 
world and 'die' at the patch [0, 21] (see Figure 10).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 11. Model settings used to generate a new train   

The decision to generate a new train is up to the user. 
The train runs at constant speed defined by the command 
'ask trains [fd 0.2]' (or 'ask trains [forward 0.2]'). For the 
purpose of our model, a control button has been set up in 
the Interface tab and the corresponding procedure in the 
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Code tab (Figure 11). Practical usage of the 'train' agent in 
designed procedures has also required establishing a new 
'breed [trains train]', similarly as we made it if for cars in 
Figure 7. There is no limit in how many trains a user is able to 
generate within the same virtual world. 

E. Triggering the warning signals: To visualize activation 
of the warning state of the LX system to cars (and a user as 
well), the virtual warning signals have been generated using 
the patches with coordinates [-3, -1] and [3, 2]. Their 
positions are not highlighted in Figure 9, however, a reader 
can find them in later figures. The corresponding code has 
been inserted into the block of the procedure 'train-
presence' (Figure 12). The notation of 'signal w-e' means 
“the warning signal for road vehicles running from west to 
north”; analogically for 'signal e-w'. Alternatively, if needed, 
the signals could be displayed permanently, with variable 
colour representation, e.g. stable or flashing red for warning 
and some other colour for the idle states.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 12. Settings of the warning signals   

F. Infrastructure-to-Vehicle (I2V) communication: Now 
we can implement the advanced function related to I2V (or 
I2C) communication.  

It has been established as an optional choice – a user 
makes decision on its activation using the control switch 
'connected' (Figure 13). The corresponding 'ifelse' 
command has also been inserted to the main setup 
procedure. Depending on the currently chosen position of 
this virtual switch, we set the second global variable to the 
value c = 1 (position On) or c = 0 (position Off). 

Then we can extend the procedure 'to train-presence' 
by the composite set of commands consisting of the 
following items: provided that p = 1 (LX in the warning 
mode) and c = 1 (I2V option is On), we ask a group of cars 
(generally called 'turtles') who are close to the LX area and 
are just leaving it, to perform several commands: allowing 
message transmission, communicating it to neighbour cars 
and changing their colours. 

Figure 14 shows a typical situation. Cars leaving the LX 
area who are holders of message about the warning state, 
communicate this message to any other car agent found at 
neighbour patches (coming from the opposite direction). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 13. Establishing I2V communication    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 14. Realization and visualization of communication   
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G. Visualization of message communication: To 
visualize the communication process and to differentiate 
between agents-senders and agents-receivers, the following 
colouring convention has been accepted:  agents-senders 
are re-coloured to green (colour code = 66) and colour of 
agent-receivers (who have already received the message) is 
set to white. Cars approaching the LX area who have not yet 
received the message, remain unchained, i.e. yellow.   

H. Message expiration: Obviously, validity of 
transmitted messages must be limited either in geographic 
or time sense. Here, we simulate a geographical aspect of 
this functionality: those cars going to west (to left) who reach 
the patch [-25, 1] and those cars going to east (to right) who 
reach the patch [25, 0], will take the message invalid and 
stop its transmission. From the visualization viewpoint, the 
original colour (here yellow) will be restored at that 
moment. The corresponding part of the code is available in 
Figure 15.  

 
Fig. 15. Geographically-based message validity 

I. Cancelling I2V/V2V communication: Once the train 
passed the LX area and its position was detected at the patch 
[0, 5], the global variable p is given the default value 0. Then 
car agents who have just crossed the LX area stop obtaining 
messages from the LX system ('message?' is set to false), see 
Figure 16. The process of colouring from yellow to green also 
becomes stopped. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 16. Cancelling I2V communication 

Note: It is necessary to mention that the original model 
contained a randomly generated sample-car (the only one 
painted in red). Since this particular agent is established to 
enable collecting some traffic data from the running 
simulation (as an optional choice set by a user), in all new 
procedures developed and discussed above we made our 
best to ensure its visibility. For example, in Figure 16 this is 
ensured by the procedure 'color-sample'.  

Once the model has been completed, the Phase 4 can be 
started. The complex view at the whole Interface tab is 
available in Figure 17. In addition to the 2D virtual world on 
the left side, we can see that there is a group of control 
elements (control buttons, sliders and switches) on the right 
side. Data obtained during the simulation run can be shown 
using various monitors, plots and outputs. These output 
elements visible on far right in Figure 17 are overtaken from 
the original model where they are explained in more details. 
The dependencies in the graphs are unique and result from 
the current settings of the control elements and the 
randomly generated vehicle configuration (randomly 
generated positions of individual cars, speeds, accelerations 
etc.). 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
We believe that agent-based representations are easier 

to understand than mathematical representations of the 
same phenomenon. This is because agent-based models are 
constructed out of individual objects and simple rules for 
their movement of behaviour, as opposed to equational 
models that are constructed from mathematical symbols 
[25]. In this context we introduced development of a novel 
traffic model at rail-road intersection that takes advantages 
of some modern communication technologies. To keep the 
code modular and the model as simple and understandable 
as possible, we have introduced several simplifications 
mentioned above. However, the model can more or less 
easily be further extended to provide a higher level of 
complexity if required. To show the simulation potential, let 
us suggest some of them.  

As far as the road traffic is concerned, to make the traffic 
flow more realistic, we could generate more diverse traffic 
flow composition (cars, trucks, motorcycles) according to 
defined random distribution; similarly we could work with a 
certain division of the generated vehicles into conventional 
and connected ones. However, this aspect would increase 
complexity of the model significantly. Another opportunity is 
to re-establish the original adaptation procedures available 
in the original overtaken model.       

On the railway side, the one-way railway line could easily 
be changed to two-ways one with necessity to cope with a 
higher complexity of the control logic, e.g. answering 
emergency situations resulting from simultaneous 
occurrence of two trains running in the opposite directions – 
a user could have no permission to generate such a situation, 
or if so (intentionally or unintentionally), the control logic 
would have to answer properly. What else, a completely 
new line for the opposite direction could be added; including 
possibility to generate trains in both directions (manually or 
based on some kind of virtual time-table to be inserted). In 
our model the train runs at constant speed only – this could 

[25,0] 
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simply be changed by adding a control slider into the 
Interface tab, setting the 'train-speed' (for example at the 
scale from 0 to 1) by the user and changing the command in 
Figure 10 to 'ask trains [fd train-speed]'.   

Every country has specific signalling signs used at the LXs, 
so the simplified form used in our model could also become 
more realistic to make the model more user-friendly. The 

graphic look could also be improved by adding 
representation of half-gates or full-gates, if needed. More 
attention could also be paid to various forms of how to 
activate the LX warning mode (i. e. to consider more realistic 
settings corresponding to real track circuits, wheel (track) 
detectors, manual local or remote control, direct link train-
LX, distances and speeds proportional to real limits, etc.). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 17. Complex view at the Interface tab 

 
Unlike our simplified “arrangement”, the standard 

control logic would need information about train movement 
at least from three line sections (approaching, detection and 
annulation ones).  

Using more advanced abilities of the toolkit, we could 
use 'links' (another type of agents offered in the NetLogo 
environment) to directly visualize establishing 
communication connections between connected entities 
(I2V and V2V, or even directly Train2V communication) 
during simulated operation.  

What’s more, some other monitors could be established 
to process, evaluate and show more metric information 
about simulation (e.g. counting traffic intensities, traffic 
moment at the LX, etc.). A reader can find more inspiration 
in other existing models (either default models library built-
in in the toolkit or models searchable in the library of 
community models at the Internet).  

In opposition to what has been said above, however, it 
should be emphasized that implementation of useless 
details (e.g. driven by the pursuit of a more realistic look) 
may devaluate the model and make its practical usage more 
difficult.  

 
 
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
A multiagent system is usually said to have a potential to 

enhance overall system performance, specifically along the 
dimensions of computational efficiency, reliability, 
extensibility, robustness, maintainability, responsiveness, 
flexibility and/or reuse. The NetLogo 6.2 toolkit has been 
chosen to create the model itself and the environment in 
which functional behaviour of the considered control system 
can be simulated and studied. The model developed and 
presented in this paper is a combination of a traditional 
(conventional) view at the traffic control at the road-rail 
intersection and a progressive view counting on usability of 
modern technologies. V2X communication, which involves 
vehicles exchanging data with each other and the 
infrastructure, has proven to improve traffic safety and 
increase the efficiency of transportation systems. Although 
the multiagent modularity is traditionally dedicated for 
distributed systems, it is advantageous to apply it on any 
platform where we have more processes or threads, which 
is the case of our problem. The modelled problem 
demonstrated how with a minimum theory of collective 
intelligence hidden in the background a complex control 
problem can be solved.  
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The model itself is implementation free and shows 
newly offered functionalities on the principal level only. 
Readers who are interested in running it, studying and 
making their own experiments are welcomed to install the 
free multiagent development toolkit [26] and download the 
source code, publicly available at the link 
http://kris.uniza.sk/janota/dokumenty/LX.nlogo.   

After opening the model in the toolkit, the Info tab 
provides other useful information, summarizing answers to 
a set of commonly given questions (such as how to use the 
model, things worth of noticing, things to try, how to extend 
the model, utilized toolkit features, relation to other existing 
models, acknowledgments, copyright and citation details, 
etc.).   
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